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I TERATIVE G RAPH P ROCESSING

The graph algorithm can be abstracted as the operations on a graph G(V, E). Peoples usually exploit a
vertex-centric model to solve the graph algorithms.
Basically, the graph algorithm is described from a
single vertex’s perspective and then applied to each
vertex for a loosely coupled execution. Iterative graph
algorithms perform the same operations on the graph
vertices for several iterations. Each vertex j ∈ V
maintains a vertex state vj that is updated iteratively.
The key of a vertex-centric graph computation is the
update function f performed on each vertex j:
vjk = f (v1k−1 , v2k−1 , . . . , vnk−1 ),

(1)

where vjk represents vertex j’s state after the k th
iteration, and v1 , v2 , . . . , vn are the states of vertex
j’s neighbors. The state values are passed between
vertices through the edges. The iterative process continues until the graph vertex state becomes stable,
when the iterative algorithm converges.
For example, the well-known PageRank algorithm
iteratively updates all pages’ ranking scores. According to the vertex-centric graph processing model, in
each iteration, we update the ranking score of each
page j, Rj , as follows:
Rjk = d ·

∑
{i|(i→j)∈E}

Rik−1
+ (1 − d),
|N (i)|

(2)

where d is a damping factor, |N (i)| is the number of
outbound links of page i, (i → j) is a link from page
i to page j, and E is the set of directed links. The
PageRank scores of all pages are updated round by
round until convergence.
In distributed computing, vertices are distributed to
multiple processors and perform updates in parallel.
For simplicity of exposition, assume that there are
enough processors and each processor j performs
update for vertex j. All vertices perform the update in
lock steps. At step k, vertex j first collects vik−1 from
all its neighbor vertices, followed by performing the
update function f to obtain vjk based on these vik−1 .
The synchronous iteration requires that all the update

operations in the (k−1)th iteration have to be completed before any of the update operations in the k th iteration starts. Clearly, this synchronization is required
in each step. These synchronizations might degrade
performance, especially in heterogeneous distributed
environments.
To avoid the synchronization barriers, asynchronous iteration was proposed [1]. Performing update operations asynchronously means that vertex j
performs the update
vj = f (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn )

(3)

at any time based on the most recent values of its
neighbor vertices, {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }. The conditions of
convergence of asynchronous iterations have been
studied in [1], [2], [3].
By asynchronous iteration, as vertex j is activated to
perform an update, it “pulls” the values of its neighbor vertices, i.e., {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, and uses these values
to perform an update on vj . This scheme does not
require any synchronization. However, asynchronous
iteration intuitively requires more communications
and useless computations than synchronous iteration.
An activated vertex needs to pull the values from all
its neighbor vertices, but not all of them have been
updated, or even worse none of them is updated. In
that case, asynchronous iteration performs a useless
computation and results in significant communication
overhead. Accordingly, “pull-based” asynchronous iteration is only applicable in an environment where the
communication overhead is negligible, such as shared
memory systems. In a distributed environment or in
a cloud, “pull-based” asynchronous model cannot be
efficiently utilized.
As an alternative, after vertex i updates vi , it “pushes” vi to all its neighbors j, and vi is buffered as Bi,j
on each vertex j, which will be updated as new vi
arrives. Vertex j only performs update when there
are new values in the buffers and uses these buffered
values Bi,j , to update vj . In this way, the redundant
communications can be avoided. However, the “pushbased” asynchronous iteration results in higher space
complexity. Each vertex j has to buffer |N (j)| values,
where |N (j)| is the number of vertex j’s neighbors.
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The large number of buffers also leads to considerable
maintenance overhead.
To sum up, in a distributed environment, the synchronous iteration results in low performance due to
the multiple global barriers, while the asynchronous
iteration cannot be efficiently utilized due to various implementation overheads. Also note that, for
some iterative algorithms, the asynchronous iteration
cannot guarantee to converge to the same fixpoint
as the synchronous iteration does, which leads to
uncertainty.
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P ROOFS

OF

DAIC

In this section, we provide the proofs of Theorem 1,
Theorem 2, and Theorem 3 in the TPDS manuscript.

In order to describe asynchronous DAIC, we define
a continuous time instance sequence {t1 , t2 , . . . , tk }.
Correspondingly, we define S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk } as
the series of subsets of vertices, where Sk is a subset
of vertices, and the propagated values of all vertices
in Sk have been received by their direct neighbors
during the interval between time tk−1 and time tk .
As a special case, synchronous updates result from
a sequence {V, V, . . . , V }, where V is the set of all
vertices.
Lemma 2: By asynchronous DAIC, following an activation sequence S, v̌j at time tk is:
v̌jk = vj0 ⊕ ∆vj1 ⊕

k
(
∑
⊕
l=1

∏

)
⊕g{i,j} (∆vi1 )

{i0 ,...,il−1 ,j}∈P ′ (j,l)

(5)

where P ′ (j, l) is a set of l-hop paths that satisfy the
following conditions. First, i0 ∈ Sl . Second, if l > 0,
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1
i1 , . . . , il−1 respectively belongs to the sequence S.
In this section, we will show four lemmas to support That is, there is 0 < m1 < m2 < . . . < ml−1 < k
our proof of Theorem 1 in the TPDS manuscript. such that ih ∈ Sml−h .
The first two lemmas show the formal representaProof: We can derive v̌jk from Equation (6) in the
tions of a vertex state by synchronous DAIC and by TPDS manuscript.
asynchronous DAIC, respectively. The third lemma
Lemma 3: For any sequence S that each vertex pershows that there is a time instance when the result forms the receive and update operations an infinite
by asynchronous DAIC is smaller than or equal to number of times, given any iteration number k, we
the result by synchronous DAIC. Correspondingly, we can find a subset index k ′ in S such that |vj∗ − v̌jk′ | ≥
show another lemma that there is a time instance |vj∗ − vjk | for any vertex j.
when the result by asynchronous DAIC is larger than
Proof: Based on Lemma 1, we can see that, afor equal to the result by synchronous DAIC. Once ter k iterations, each node receives the values from
these lemmas are proved, it is sufficient to establish its direct/indirect neighbors as far as k hops away,
Theorem 1.
and it receives the values originated from each diLemma 1: By synchronous DAIC, vj after k itera- rect/indirect neighbor once for each path. In other
tions is:
words, each node j propagates its own initial value
k
∆vj1 (first to itself) and receives the values from its
(
)
∑
∏
k
0
1
1
vj = vj ⊕ ∆vj ⊕
⊕
⊕g{i,j} (∆vi ) ,
direct/indirect neighbors through a path once.
l=1
{i0 ,...,il−1 ,j}∈P (j,l)
Based on Lemma 2, we can see that, after time
(4)
tk , each node receives values from its direct/indirect
where
neighbors as far as k hops away, and it receives values
∏
⊕g{i,j} (∆vi1 ) = g{il−1 ,j} (. . . g{i1 ,i2 } (g{i0 ,i1 } (∆vi10 )))originated from each direct/indirect neighbor through
{i0 ,...,il−1 ,j}
a path at most once. At time period [tk−1 , tk ], a value
is received from a neighbor only if the neighbor is in
and P (j, l) is a set of l-hop paths to reach node j.
Sk . If the neighbor is not in Sk , the value is stored
Proof: According to the update functions shown
at the neighbor or is on the way to other nodes. The
in Equation (2) in the TPDS manuscript, after k iteranode will eventually receive the value as long as every
tions, we have
node performs receive and update an infinite number
n
(∑
)
of times.
vjk =vj0 ⊕ ∆vj1 ⊕
⊕g{i1 ,j} (∆vi11 ) ⊕
As a result, v̌jk receives values through a subset of
i1 =1
the paths from j’s direct/indirect incoming neighbors
n
n
(∑
(∑
))
within k hops. In contrast, vjk receives values through
⊕g{i1 ,j}
⊕g{i2 ,i1 } (∆vi12 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕
i1 =1
i2 =1
all paths from j’s direct/indirect incoming neighbors
n
n
n
(∑
)
∑
within
k hops. v̌jk receives less values than vjk . Cor(∑
(
))
⊕g{i1 ,j}
⊕g{i2 ,i1 } . . .
⊕g{ik ,ik−1 } (∆vi1k )
.
respondingly, v̌jk is further to the converged point vj∗
i1 =1
i2 =1
ik =1
than vjk . Therefore, we can set k ′ = k and have the
th
The l term of the right side this equation correspond- claim.
Lemma 4: For any sequence S that each vertex pers to the received values from the (l + 1)-hop away
neighbors. Therefore, we have the claimed equation. forms the receive and update operations an infinite
number of times, given any iteration number k, we
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′′

can find a subset index k ′′ in S such that |vj∗ − v̌jk | ≤
|vj∗ − vjk | for any vertex j.
Proof: From the proof of Lemma 3, we know that
vjk receives values from all paths from direct/indirect
′′
neighbors of j within k hops away. In order to let v̌jk
receives all those values, we have to make sure that
all paths from direct/indirect neighbors of j within k
hops away are activated and their values are received.
Since in sequence S each vertex performs the update
an infinite number of times, we can always find k ′′
such that {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk′′ } contains all paths from
direct and indirect neighbors of j within k hops away.
′′
Correspondingly, v̌jk can be nearer to the converged
point vj∗ than vjk , or at least equal to. Therefore, we
have the claim.
Based on Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we have Theorem
1.
Theorem 1: If vj in (1) converges, v̌j in (3) converges.
Further, they converge to the same value, i.e., vj∞ =
v̌j∞ = v̌j∗ .
2.2

Proof of Theorem 2

Theorem 2: Based on the same update sequence,
after k subsequences, we have v̌j by asynchronous
DAIC and vj by synchronous DAIC. v̌j is closer to
the fixed point vj∗ than vj is, i.e., |vj∗ − v̌j | ≤ |vj∗ − vj |.
Proof: In a single machine, the update sequence for asynchronous DAIC is a special S,
where only one vertex in Sk for any k and
any vertex is appeared once and only once in
{S(k−1)n+1 , S(k−1)n+2 , . . . , S(k−1)n+n } for any k, where
n is the total number of vertices. Based on Lemma 2,
we have
v̌jkn = vj0 ⊕ ∆vj1 ⊕

kn
(
∑
⊕
l=1

∏

)
⊕g{i,j} (∆vi1 ) ,

{i0 ,...,il−1 ,j}∈P ′ (j,l)

(6)

The
values
sent
from
any
k-hop-away
neighbors of j will be received during time
period [t(k−1)n , tkn ], i.e., the sent values from
{S(k−1)n+1 , S(k−1)n+2 , . . . , S(k−1)n+n } are received.
Further, v̌jkn receives more values from further hops
away, as far as kn-hop-away neighbors. Therefore,
v̌jkn is nearer to the converged point vj∗ than vjk , i.e.,
|vj∗ − v̌jkn | ≤ |vj∗ − vjk |.
2.3

Proof of Theorem 3

We first pose the following lemma.
Lemma 5: By asynchronous priority scheduling, v̌j′
converges to the same fixed point vj∗ as vj by synchronous iteration converges to, i.e., v̌j′∞ = vj∞ = vj∗ .
Proof: There are two cases to guide priority
scheduling. We only prove the case that schedules
vertex j that results in the largest (v̌j ⊕ ∆v̌j − v̌j ).
The proof of the other case is similar.
We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume
there is a set of vertices, S∗ , which is scheduled to

perform update only before time t∗ . Then the accumulated values on the vertices of S∗ , v̌S∗ , will not change
since then. While they might receive values from other
vertices, i.e., ||v̌S∗ ⊕ ∆v̌S∗ − v̌S∗ ||1 might become larger.
On the other hand, the other vertices (V −S∗ ) continue
to perform the update operation, the received values
on them, ∆v̌V −S∗ , are accumulated to v̌V −S∗ and
propagated to other vertices again. As long as the iteration converges, the difference between the results of
two consecutive updates, ||v̌V −S∗ ⊕∆v̌V −S∗ −vV −S∗ ||1
should decrease “steadily” to 0. Therefore, eventually
at some point,
||v̌S∗ ⊕ ∆v̌S∗ − v̌S∗ ||1
> ||v̌V −S∗ ⊕ ∆v̌V −S∗ − v̌V −S∗ ||1 .
|S∗ |
(7)
That is,
max(v̌j ⊕ ∆v̌j − v̌j ) > max (v̌j ⊕ ∆v̌j − v̌j ).
j∈S∗

j∈V −S∗

(8)

Since the vertex that has the largest (v̌j ⊕ ∆v̌j − v̌j )
should be scheduled under priority scheduling, a
vertex in S∗ should be scheduled at this point, which
contradicts with the assumption that any vertex in S∗
is not scheduled after time t∗ .
Then, with the support of Lemma 5 and Theorem
1, we have Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: By priority scheduling, v̌j′ in (3) converges to the same fixed point vj∗ as vj in (??) converges to, i.e., v̌j′∞ = vj∞ = vj∗ .

3

DAIC

ALGORITHMS

In this section, we show a broad class of DAIC
algorithm examples.
3.1 Single Source Shortest Path
The single source shortest path algorithm (SSSP) has
been widely used in online social networks and web
mapping. Given a source node s, the algorithm derives the shortest distance from s to all the other nodes
on a directed weighted graph. Initially, each node j’s
distance d0j is initialized to be ∞ except that the source
s’s distance d0s is initialized to be 0. In each iteration,
the shortest distance from s to j, dj , is updated with
the following update function:
dkj = min{dk−1
+ A(1, j),dk−1
+ A(2, j), . . . ,
1
2
dk−1
+ w(n, j), d0j },
n
where A(i, j) is the weight of an edge from node i to
node j, and A(i, j) = ∞ if there is no edge between
i and j. The update process is performed iteratively
until convergence, where the distance values of all
nodes no longer change.
Following the guidelines, we identify that operator
‘⊕’ is ‘min’, function g{i,j} (di ) = di +A(i, j). Apparently, the function g{i,j} (x) has the distributive property,
and the operator ‘min’ has the commutative and associative properties. The initialization can be d0j = ∞
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and ∆d1j = 0 if j = s, or else ∆dj = ∞. Therefore, SSSP
can be performed by DAIC. Further, suppose ∆dj
is used to accumulate the received distance values
by ‘min’ operation, the scheduling priority of node
j would be dj − min{dj , ∆dj }.
3.2

Linear Equation Solvers

Generally, DAIC can be used to solve systems of linear
equations of the form
A · χ = b,
where A is a sparse n × n matrix with each entry
Aij , and χ, b are size-n vectors with each entry χj ,
bj respectively.
One of the linear equation solvers, Jacobi method,
iterates each entry of χ as follows:
1 ∑
bj
χkj = −
·
Aji · χk−1
+
.
i
Ajj
Ajj
i̸=j

The method is guaranteed to converge if the spectral
radius of the iteration matrix is less than 1. That is,
1
for any matrix norm || · ||, limk→∞ ||B k || k < 1, where
Aij
B is the matrix with Bij = − Aii for i ̸= j and Bij = 0
for i = j.
Following the guidelines, we identify that operator
Aji
‘⊕’ is ‘+’, function g{i,j} (χi ) = − Ajj
· χi . Apparently,
the function g{i,j} (x) has the distributive property,
and the operator ‘+’ has the commutative and associative properties. The initialization can be χ0j = 0
bj
and ∆χ1j = Ajj
. Therefore, the Jacobi method can be
performed by DAIC. Further, suppose ∆χj is used to
accumulate the received delta message, the scheduling priority of node j would be ∆χj .
3.3

and the operator ‘+’ has the commutative and associative properties. The initialization can be Rj0 = 0 and
∆Rj1 = 1 − d. Therefore, PageRank can be performed
by DAIC. Further, suppose ∆Rj is used to accumulate
the received PageRank values, the scheduling priority
of node j would be ∆Rj .

PageRank

The PageRank algorithm [4] is a popular algorithm
proposed for ranking web pages. Initially, the PageRank scores are evenly distributed among all pages.
In each iteration, the ranking score of page j, Rj , is
updated as follows:
∑
Ri
Rj = d ·
+ (1 − d),
(9)
|N (i)|
{i|(i→j)∈E}

where d is damping factor, |N (i)| is the number of
outbound links of page i, and E is the set of link
edges. The iterative process terminates when the sum
of changes of two consecutive iterations is sufficiently
small. The initial guess of Ri can be any value. In fact,
the final converged ranking score is independent from
the initial value.
Following the guidelines, we identify that operator
i
, where A
‘⊕’ is ‘+’, function g{i,j} (Ri ) = d · Ai,j NR(i)
represents the adjacency matrix and Ai,j = 1 if there
is a link from i to j or else Ai,j = 0. Apparently, the
function g{i,j} (x) function has distributive property

3.4 Adsorption
Adsorption [5] is a graph-based label propagation algorithm that provides personalized recommendation for
contents (e.g., video, music, document, product). The
concept of label indicates a certain common feature
of the entities. Given a weighted graph G = (V, E),
where V is the set of nodes, E is the ∑
set of edges. A
is a column normalized matrix (i.e.,
i A(i, j) = 1)
indicating that the sum of a node’s inbound links’
weight is equal to 1. Node j carries a probability
distribution Lj on label set L, and each node j is
initially assigned with an initial distribution Ij . The
algorithm proceeds as follows. For each node j, it
iteratively computes the weighted average of the label
distributions from its neighboring nodes, and then
uses the random walk probabilities to estimate a new
label distribution as follows:
∑
A(i, j) · Lk−1
Lkj = pcont
·
+ pinj
· Ij ,
j
i
j
{i|(i→j)∈E}

where pcont
and pinj
are constants associated with
j
j
node j. If Adsorption converges, it will converge to a
unique set of label distributions.
Following the guidelines, we identify that operator
‘⊕’ is ‘+’, g{i,j} (Li ) = pcont
·A(i, j)·Li . Apparently, the
j
function g{i,j} (x) has the distributive property, and
the operator ‘+’ has the commutative and associative
properties. The initialization can be L0j = 0 and ∆L1j =
pinj
· Ij . Therefore, Adsorption can be performed
j
by accumulative updates. Further, suppose ∆Lj is
used to accumulate the received distance values, the
scheduling priority of node j would be ∆Lj .
3.5 SimRank
SimRank [6] was proposed to measure the similarity between two nodes in the network. It has been
successfully used for many applications in social networks, information retrieval, and link prediction. In
SimRank, the similarity between two nodes (or objects) a and b is defined as the average similarity between
nodes linked with a and those with b. Mathematically,
we iteratively update s(a, b) as the similarity value
between node a and b:
∑
C
sk−1 (c, d),
sk (a, b) =
|I(a)||I(b)|
c∈I(a),d∈I(b)

1

where s (a, b) = 1 if a = b, or else s1 (a, b) = 0, I(a) =
b ∈ V |(b, a) ∈ E denoting all the nodes that have a link
to a, and C is a decay factor satisfying 0 < C < 1.
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However, this update function is applied on nodepairs. It is not a vertex-centric update function. We
should rewrite the update function. Cao et. al. has
proposed Delta-SimRank [7]. They first construct a
node-pair graph G2 = {V 2 , E 2 }. Each node denotes
one pair of nodes of the original graph. One node
ab in G2 corresponds to a pair of nodes a and b in
G. There is one edge (ab, cd) ∈ E 2 if (a, c) ∈ E and
(b, d) ∈ E. If the graph size |G| = n, the node-pair
graph size |G2 | = n2 . Let vertex j represent ab and
vertex i represent cd. Then, the update function of a
vertex j ∈ G2 is:
∑
C
sk (j) =
sk−1 (i),
|I(a)||I(b)|
i∈I(j)

where I(a) and I(b) denote the neighboring nodes
of a and b in G respectively, and I(j) denotes the
neighboring nodes of j in G2 .
The new form of SimRank update function in the
node-pair graph G2 is vertex-centric. Following the
DAIC guidelines, we identify that operator ‘⊕’ is
C·A(i,j)
· s(i), where
‘+’, and function g{i,j} (s(i)) = |I(a)||I(b)|
Ai,j = 1 if i ∈ I(j) (i.e., cd ∈ I(ab)) or else Ai,j = 0.
Apparently, the function g{i,j} (x) has the distributive
property, and the operator ‘+’ has the commutative and associative properties. The initialization of
0
s0 (j) can be s0 (j)
∑ = s (ab) = 1 if a = b, or else
0
0
s (j) = s (ab) = c∈I(a)&c∈I(b) 1 = |I(a) ∩ I(b)|. The
initialization of ∆s1 (j) can be ∆s1 (j) = ∆s1 (ab) = 0
if a = b, or else ∆s1 (j) = ∆s1 (ab) = |I(a)||I(b)|
. ThereC
fore, SimRank can be performed by DAIC. Further,
suppose ∆s(j) is used to accumulate the received
delta messages, the scheduling priority of node j
would be ∆s(j).
3.6

Other Algorithms

We have shown several typical DAIC algorithms.
Following the guidelines, we can rewrite them in
DAIC form. In addition, there are many other DAIC
algorithms. Table 1 of the main manuscript shows a
list of such algorithms. Each of their update functions
is represented with a tuple (g{i,j} (x), ⊕, vj0 , ∆vj1 ).
The Connected Components algorithm [8] finds connected components in a graph (the graph adjacency
information is represented in matrix A, Ai,j = 1 if
there is a link from i to j or else Ai,j = 0). Each node
updates its component id with the largest received
id and propagates its component id to its neighbors,
so that the algorithm converges when all the nodes
belonging to the same connected component have the
same component id.
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) [9] ranks web
pages in a web linkage graph W by a 2-phase iterative
update, the authority update and the hub update. Similar
to Adsorption, the authority update requires each
node i to generate the output values damped by d and
scaled by A(i, j), where matrix A = W T W , while the

template <class K, class D>
struct Partitioner {
virtual void parse_line(string& line, K* vid, D* data) = 0;
virtual int partition(const K& vid, int shards) = 0;
};
template <class K, class V, class D>
struct IterateKernel {
virtual void init(const K& vid, V* c) = 0;
virtual void accumulate(V* a, const V& b) = 0;
virtual void send(const V& delta, const D& data,
list<pair<K, V> >* output) = 0;
};
template <class K, class V>
struct TermChecker {
virtual double estimate_prog(LocalTableIterator<K, V>*
table_itr) = 0;
virtual bool terminate(list<double> local_reports) = 0;
};

Fig. 1. Maiter API summary.
hub update scales a node’s output values by A′ (i, j),
where matrix A′ = W W T .
The Katz metric [10] is a proximity measure between
two nodes in a graph (the graph adjacency information is represented in matrix A, Ai,j = 1 if there is
a link from i to j, or else Ai,j = 0). It is computed
as the sum over the collection of paths between two
nodes, exponentially damped by the path length with
a damping factor β.
Rooted PageRank [11] captures the probability for
any node j running into node s, based on the nodeto-node proximity, A(j, i), indicating the probability
of jumping from node j to node i.

4

M AITER API

Users implement a Maiter program using the provided API, which is written in C++ style. A DAIC algorithm is specified by implementing three functionality
components, Partitioner, IterateKernel, and
TermChecker as shown in Fig. 1.
K, V, and D are the template types of data element keys, data element values (v and ∆v), and
data element-associate data respectively. Particularly, for each entry in the state table, K is the type
of the key field, V is the type of the v field/∆v
field/priority field, and D is the type of the data field.
The Partitioner reads an input partition line by
line. The parse_line function extracts data element
id and the associate data by parsing the given line
string. Then the partition function applied on the
key (e.g., a MOD operation on integer key) determines
the host worker of the data element (considering the
number of workers/shards). Based on this function,
the framework will assign each data element to a host
worker and determines a message’s destination worker. In the IterateKernel component, users describe
a DAIC algorithm by specifying a tuple (g{i,j} (x), ⊕,
vj0 , ∆vj1 ). We initialize vj0 and ∆vj1 by implementing
the init interface; specify the ‘⊕’ operation by implementing the accumulate interface; and specify the
function g{i,j} (x) by implementing the send interface
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class PRPartitioner : public Partitioner<int,vector<int> >{

class PRIterateKernel : public IterateKernel<int, float, vector<int> > {

void parse_line(string& line, int* key, vector<int>* data) {
node = get_source(line);
adjlist = get_adjlist(line);

}

}

void initialize(const int& k, float* value, float* delta){
*value = 0;
*delta = 0.2;
}

*key = node;
*data = adjlist;

void accumulate(float* a, const float& b){
*a = *a + b;
}

int partition(const int& key, int shards) {
return key % shards;
}

void send(const float& delta, const vector<int>& data,
vector<pair<int, float> >* output){
int size = (int) data.size();
float outdelta = delta * 0.8 / size;
for(vector<int>::const_iterator it=data.begin(); it!=data.end(); it++){
int target = *it;
output->push_back(make_pair(target, outdelta));
}
}

Fig. 2. PageRankPartitioner implementation.

with the given ∆vi and data element i’s associate
data, which generates the output pairs ⟨j, g{i,j} (∆vi )⟩
to data element i’s out-neighbors. To stop an iterative computation, users specify the TermChecker
component. The local iteration progress is estimated
by specifying the estimate_prog interface given
the local state table iterator. The global terminator
collects these local progress reports. In terms of these
local progress reports, users specify the terminate
interface to decide whether to terminate.
For better understanding, we walk through how
the PageRank algorithm is implemented in Maiter
1
. Suppose the input graph file of PageRank is line
by line. Each line includes a node id and its adjacency list. The input graph file is split into multiple slices. Each slice is assigned to a Maiter worker. In order to implement PageRank application in
Maiter, users should implement three functionality
components, PRPartitioner, PRIterateKernel,
and PRTermChecker.
In PRPartitioner, users specify the parse_line
interface and the partition interface. The implementation code is shown in Fig. 2. In parse_line,
users parse an input line to extract the node id as
well as its adjacency list and use them to initialize
the state table’s key field (key) and data field (data).
In partition, users specify the partition function by
a simple mod operation applied on the key field (key)
and the total number of workers (shards).
In PRIterateKernel, users specify the asynchronous DAIC process by implementing the init
interface, the accumulate interface, and the send
interface. The implementation code is shown in Fig.
3. In init, users initialize node k’s v field (value)
as 0 and ∆v field (delta) as 0.2. Users specify the
accumulate interface by implementing the ‘⊕’ operator as ‘+’ (i.e., a = a + b). The send operation is
invoked after each update of a node. In send, users
generate the output messages (contained in output)
based on the node’s ∆v value (delta) and data value
(data).
In PRTermChecker, users specify the estimate prog
interface and the terminate interface. The
1. More implementation example codes are provided at Maiter’s
Google Code website https://code.google.com/p/maiter/.

}

Fig. 3. PRIterateKernel implementation.
class PRTermChecker : public TermChecker<int, float> {
double prev_prog = 0.0;
double curr_prog = 0.0;
double estimate_prog(LocalTableIterator<int, float>* statetable){
double partial_curr = get_sum_v(statetable);
return partial_curr;
}
bool terminate(list<double> local_sums){
curr_prog += get_sum_v(local_sums);
if(abs(curr_prog - prev_prog) < term_threshold){
return true;
}else{
prev_prog = curr_prog;
return false;
}
}
}

Fig. 4. PRTermChecker implementation
implementation code is shown in Fig. 4. In
estimate_prog, users compute the summation
of v value in local state table. The estimate prog
function is invoked after each period of time. The
resulted local sums from various workers are sent
to the global termination checker, and then the
terminate operation in the global termination
checker is invoked. In terminate, based on these
received local sums, users compute a global sum,
which is considered as the iteration progress. It is
compared with the previous iteration’s progress to
calculate a progress difference. The asynchronous
DAIC is terminated when the progress difference is
smaller than a pre-defined threshold.
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This section provides supplementary materials to the
evaluation section of the TPDS manuscript.
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5.1

Frameworks For Comparison

Hadoop [12] is an open-source MapReduce implementation. It relies on HDFS for storage. Multiple map
tasks process the distributed input files concurrently
in the map phase, followed by that multiple reduce
tasks process the map output in the reduce phase.
Users are required to submit a series of jobs to process
the data iteratively. The next job operates on the
previous job’s output. Therefore, two synchronization
barriers exist in each iteration, between map phase
and reduce phase and between Hadoop jobs. In our
experiments, we use Hadoop 1.0.2.
iMapReduce [13] is built on top of Hadoop and
provides iterative processing support. In iMapReduce
(iMR), reduce output is directly passed to map rather
than dumped to HDFS. More importantly, the iteration variant state data are separated from the static
data. Only the state data are processed iteratively,
where the costly and unnecessary static data shuffling
is eliminated. The original iMapReduce stores data
relying on HDFS. iMapReduce can load all data into
memory for efficient data access and can store the
intermediate data in files for better scalability. We refer
to the memory-based iMapReduce as iMR-mem and
the file-based iMapReduce as iMR-file.
Spark [14] was developed to optimize large-scale
iterative and interactive computation. It uses caching
techniques and operates in-memory read-only objects
to improve the performance for repeated operations.
The main abstraction in Spark is resilient distributed
dataset (RDD), which maintains several copies of
data across memory of multiple machines to support
iterative algorithm recovery from failures. The read
and write of RDDs is coarse-grained (i.e., read or write
a whole block of RDD), so the update of RDDs in
iterative computation is coarse-grained. Besides, in
Spark, the iteration variant state data can also be separated from the static data by specifying partitionBy
and join interfaces. The applications in Spark can be
written with Java or Scala. Spark is open-source and
can be freely downloaded. In our experiments, we use
Spark 0.6.2.
PrIter [15] enables prioritized iteration by modifying iMapReduce. It exploits the dominant property
of some portion of the data and schedules them
first for computation, rather than blindly performs
computations on all data. The computation workload
is dramatically reduced, and as a result the iteration
converges faster. However, it performs the priority
scheduling in each iteration in a synchronous manner.
PrIter provides in-memory version (PrIter 0.1) as well
as in-file version (PrIter 0.2). We refer to the memorybased PrIter as PrIter-mem and the file-based PrIter as
PrIter-file.
Piccolo [16] is implemented with C++ and MPI,
which allows to operate distributed tables. The iterative algorithm can be implemented by updating the

TABLE 1
Comparison of Distributed Frameworks
name
Hadoop
iMR-file
iMR-mem
Spark
PrIter-file
PrIter-mem
Piccolo
GraphLab-Sync
GraphLab-AS-fifo
GraphLab-AS-pri
Maiter-Sync
Maiter-RR
Maiter-Pri

sep
data
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

in
mem
×
×
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

fine-g
update
×
×
×
×
×
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

async
iter
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
X
X
×
X
X

pri
sched
×
×
×
×
X
X
×
×
×
X
×
×
X

distributed tables iteratively. The intermediate data
are shuffled between workers continuously as long as
some amount of the intermediate data are produced
(fine-grained write), instead of waiting for the end
of iteration and sending them together. The current
iteration’s data and the next iteration’s data are stored
in two global tables separately, so that the current
iteration’s data will not be overwritten. Piccolo can
maintain the global table both in memory and in file.
We only consider the in-memory version.
GraphLab [17] supports both synchronous and
asynchronous iterative computation with sparse computational dependencies while ensuring data consistency and achieving a high degree of parallel
performance. It is also implemented with C++ and
MPI. It first only supports the computation under
multi-core environment exploiting shared memory
(GraphLab 1.0). But later, GraphLab supports largescale distributed computation under cloud environment (GraphLab 2.0). The static data and dynamic
data in GraphLab can be decoupled and the update of
vertex/edge state in GraphLab is fine-grained. Under
asynchronous execution, several scheduling policies
including FIFO scheduling and priority scheduling
are supported in Graphlab. GraphLab performs a finegrained termination check. It terminates a vertex’s
computation when the change of the vertex state is
smaller than a pre-defined threshold parameter.
Table 1 summarizes these frameworks. These frameworks are featured by various factors that help improve performance, including separating static data from state data (sep data), in-memory operation (in mem), fine-grained update (fine-g update),
asynchronous iteration (async iter), and the priority
scheduling mechanism under asynchronous iteration
engine (pri sched).
5.2 Data Set Description
We generate synthetic massive data sets for these
algorithms. The graphs used for SSSP and Adsorption
are weighted, and the graphs for PageRank and Katz
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though many optimization techniques are exploited
in GraphLab. For generality, the scheduling of asynchronous computation should guarantee the dependencies between computations. Distributed locking
engine is proposed for the generality, but it becomes
the bottleneck of asynchronous computation. Especially for priority scheduling, the cost of managing
the scheduler tends to exceed the cost of the PageRank computation itself, which leads to very slow
asynchronous Pagerank computation in GraphLab.
Actually, GraphLab’s priority scheduling policy is
designed for some high-workload applications, such
as Loopy Belief Propagation [19], in which case the
asynchronous computation advantage is much more
substantial.
10000

5.4 Comparison of Asynchronous Frameworks:
Maiter vs. GraphLab
In this experiment, we focus on comparing Maiter
with another asynchronous framework GraphLab.
Even though GraphLab support asynchronous computation, as shown in Fig. 2 of the TPDS manuscript,
it shows poor performance under asynchronous execution engine. Especially for priority scheduling, it
extremely extends the completion time.
GraphLab relies on chromatic engine (partially
asynchronously) and distributed locking engine (fully asynchronous) for scheduling asynchronous computation. Distributed locking engine is costly, even

Run time
1000
Time(s)

5.3 Termination Condition of the Experiments
To terminate iterative computation in PageRank experiment, we first run PageRank off-line to obtain
a resulted rank vector, which is assumed to be the
converged vector R∗ . Then we run PageRank with
different frameworks. We terminate the PageRank
computation when the L1-Norm distance between the
iterated vector R and the converged vector R∗ is less
than∑
0.001 · N , where N is the total number of nodes,
i.e., j (|Rj∗ − Rj |) < 0.001 · N . For the synchronous
frameworks (i.e., Hadoop, iMR-file, iMR-mem, Spark,
PrIter-file, PrIter-mem, Piccolo, and Maiter-Sync), we
check the convergence (termination condition) after
every iteration. For the asynchronous frameworks
(i.e., Maiter-RR, and Maiter-Pri), we check the convergence every termination check interval. For GraphLab
variants, we set the parameter of convergence tolerance as 0.001 to terminate the computation. Note
that, the time for termination check in Hadoop and
Piccolo (computing the L1-Norm distance through
another job) has been excluded from the total running
time, while the other frameworks provide termination
check functionality.
For SSSP, the computation is terminated when there
is no update of any vertex. For Adsorption and
Katz metric, we use the similar convergence check
approach as PageRank.
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45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

# updates (million)

metric are unweighted. The node ids are continuous
integers ranging from 1 to size of the graph. We
decide the in-degree of each node following lognormal distribution, where the log-normal parameters
are (µ = −0.5, σ = 2.3). Based on the in-degree of each
node, we randomly pick a number of nodes to point
to that node. For the weighted graph of SSSP computation, we use the log-normal parameters (µ = 0,
σ = 1.0) to generate the float weight of each edge
following log-normal distribution. For the weighted
graph of Adsorption computation, we use the lognormal parameters (µ = 0.4, σ = 0.8) to generate
the float weight of each edge following log-normal
distribution. These log-normal parameters for these
graphs are extracted from a few small real graphs
downloaded from [18].

Fig. 5. Running time and number of updates of PageRank computation on GraphLab and Maiter.
To verify our analysis, we run PageRank on Maiter
and GraphLab to compare the running time and
the number of updates. The experiment is launched
in the local cluster, and the graph dataset is the
Google Webgraph dataset. Fig. 5 shows the result. In
GraphLab, the number of performed updates under
asynchronous engine (both fifo scheduling and priority scheduling) is less than that under synchronous
engine, but the running time is longer. Under asynchronous engine, the number of updates by priority
scheduling is similar to that by fifo scheduling, but
the running time is extremely longer. Even though the
workload is reduced, the asynchronous scheduling
becomes an extraordinarily costly job, which slows
down the whole process.
On the contrary, asynchronous DAIC exploits the
cumulative operator ‘⊕’, which has commutative
property and associative property. This implicates that
the delta values can be accumulated in any order
and at any time. Therefore, Maiter does not need
to guarantee the computation dependency while allows all vertices to update their state totally independently. Round-robin scheduling, which performs
computation on the local vertices in a round-robin
manner, is the easiest one to implement (i.e., with low
overhead). Further, priority scheduling identifies the
vertex importance and executes computation in their
importance order, which can accelerate convergence.
Both of them do not need to guarantee the global
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consistency and do not result in serious overhead. As
shown in Fig. 5, round-robin scheduling and priority
scheduling first reduce the workload (less number of
updates), and as result shorten the convergence time.

synchronous frameworks, Piccolo and Maiter-Sync.
The average consumed bandwidth in asynchronous
DAIC frameworks is a little higher. This means that
the bandwidth resource in a cluster is highly utilized.

5.5

5.6 Scaling Performance When Increasing Input
Size

Communication Cost
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Distributed applications need high-volume communication between workers. The communication between
workers becomes the performance bottleneck. Saving
the communication cost correspondingly helps improve performance. By asynchronous DAIC, the iteration converges with much less number of updates,
and as a result needs less communication.

0

0
Hadoop

Piccolo

Maiter-Sync Maiter-RR

Maiter-Pri

Fig. 6. Communication cost.
To measure the communication cost, we run PageRank on a 100-million-node synthetic graph on the EC2
cluster. We record the amount of data sent by each
worker and sum these amounts of all workers to obtain the total volume of data transferred. Figure 6 depicts the total volume of data transferred in Hadoop,
Piccolo, Maiter-Sync, Maiter-RR, and Maiter-Pri. We
choose Hadoop for comparison for its generality and
popularity. Hadoop mixes the iteration-variant state
data with the static data and shuffles them in each
iteration, which results in high volume communication. Piccolo can separate the state data from the static
data and only communicate the state data. Besides,
unlike the file-based transfer in Hadoop, Piccolo communicates between workers through MPI. As shown
in the figure, Piccolo results in less transferred volume
than Hadoop. Maiter-Sync utilizes msg tables for early
aggregation to reduce the total transferred volume in
a certain degree. By asynchronous DAIC, we need less
number of updates and as a result less amount of
communication. Consequently, Maiter-RR and MaiterPri significantly reduce the transferred data volume.
Further, Maiter-Pri transfers even less amount of data
than Maiter-RR since Maiter-Pri converges with even
less number of updates. Maiter-RR and Maiter-Pri run
significantly faster, and at the same time the amount
of shuffled data is much less.
In Figure 6, we also show the average bandwidth
that each worker has used for sending data. The
worker in Maiter-RR and Maiter-Pri consumes about
2 times bandwidth than that in Hadoop and consumes only about 20% more bandwidth than the
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Fig. 7. Running time vs. progress metric of PageRank
on a 1-billion-node synthetic graph.
In order to measure how Maiter scales with increasing input size, we perform PageRank for a 1-billionnode graph on the 100-node EC2 cluster. Maiter runs
normally without any problem. Figure 7 shows the
progress metric against the running time of Hadoop,
Maiter-Sync, Maiter-RR, and Maiter-Pri. Since it will
take considerable long time for PageRank convergence in Hadoop and Maiter-Sync, we only plot the
progress changes in the first 2000 seconds. MaiterSync, Maiter-RR, and Maiter-Pri spend around 240
seconds in loading data in memory before starting computation. The PageRank computations in the
asynchronous frameworks (Maiter-RR and Maiter-Pri)
converge much faster than that in the synchronous
frameworks (Hadoop and Maiter-Sync). In addition,
to evaluate how large graph Maiter can process at
most in the 100-node EC2 cluster, we continue to
increase the graph size to contain 2 billion nodes, and
it works fine with memory usage up to 84.7% on each
EC2 instance.
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